Heinrich Homann, an honorary member of The American Arachnological Society, passed away on 26 July 1993, in his 100th year. Only a week earlier I had received a letter from him describing how honored he felt that R. F. Foelix's second edition of *Biologie der Spinnen* had been dedicated to him.

Homann was born on 8 March 1894 in Möringen, Lower Saxony. He studied zoology, botany, chemistry, physics and geology from 1912 to 1913 in Göttingen, from 1913 to 1914 in Munich, and after the war he was (1919 to 1921) in Göttingen. His zoology professors were R. Goldschmidt, O. Hertwig, A. Kühn and K. von Frisch. His doctoral thesis was a study of insect ocelli done with professors A. Pohl in physics and A. Kühn in zoology. From the time of his Ph. D. thesis he always had some working space in the Institute of Physics. At first he was assistant to Prof. Pohl; later he taught in a gymnasium (high school). He retired from teaching in 1959.

All of Homann’s scientific work was done in his spare time from teaching. His main interests were eyes and vision. A casual observation, while collecting, of a moving retina in *Xysticus* led him to the study of eyes of spiders. He first studied the physiology, then the embryology, of eyes of several species, and eventually the internal anatomy of lateral and posterior median eyes (secondary eyes) of about 400 species. He used the results of these studies as the basis for the classification of spider families, and to affiliate uncertain subfamilies or groups of genera with some of the better known families. The simplest method of studying eyes, he found, was to clear spiders with methyl benzoate and study the arrangement of the tapetum, which remained opaque. This could be done without damaging the specimens. One of his findings was that the eyes of all Lycosoidea have a derived, grate-shaped tapetum.

Besides eyes, he investigated the mechanism of molting, measuring the spider’s blood pressure before and during the molt with the simplest of instruments (the high pressures obtained were later verified in England using more elaborate equipment). Also, he showed that setae are necessary for the exuvia to slide off the appendages. He constructed a model leg of three wooden tubes, each 10 cm long and 2 cm in diameter, with airtight connections made of bicycle inner tubing, leaving 2 cm spaces between the wooden tubes. One end of the leg was sealed, the other end had two valves, one for adding air and the second permitting air to escape. When air was added, the inner tube joints bulged. Short pieces of watch spring were nailed to the wooden tubes as macrosetae. For the exuvium, the “leg” was loosely wrapped in paper. By rhythmically adding air, with intermediate pauses permitting air to escape, he caused the paper exuvium to slip off the leg. In one of his publications he reported the results of simple experiments demonstrating that certain spiders can walk up smooth surfaces because their scopula hairs cling to the thin water film on the surface of the substrate.

In 1968 Homann visited and stayed with us. He returned to America with his wife the following year, where he gave his first lecture in English to our Museum seminar.
Homann remained active and attended arachnology meetings until 1974 in Amsterdam. He published until 1985, at which time he was over 90. He continued to be interested in history, especially that of the second World War, and also in his contacts with individual arachnology students who came for visits.

Homann was fortunate to have escaped incapacitating illness. A few days before his death he fell and broke an arm bone. After returning home, before an expected longer stay at a convalescent home, he passed away suddenly when resting on a stair. His wife had died several years earlier.

Most of the notes here are from commentaries left by Homann himself and made available by his son, Prof. K. H. Homann. The photograph was supplied by his daughter, Barbara Wedepohl. Other notes come from Foelix's commemoration of Homann's 99th birthday (Arachnologische Mitteilungen 5:1–3).
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